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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Videoconference
april 20, 2010

gary logan—Executive Summary

Bio:

kEY takEaWaYS:

gary logan is founder of Synago Consulting and was
a faith-based leader for 35 years. logan is working to
bridge asian culture and Western business practices
and develop cross-cultural opportunities for young
professionals to address issues with a global perspective. He has professional experience in nonprofit,
business, education, leadership and faith-based fields.
logan’s work focuses on transforming organizational
culture, improving communication, developing global
leaders, and designing action learning and performance management strategies. He taught leadership
development, organizational development, and peace
and justice studies at park University in kansas City,
Mo., and served as adjunct faculty for graceland University in international Studies.

•

Everyone needs to feel a sense of belonging; we
want to belong to a group, a community, a cause.
this is applicable to individuals, families, tribes,
communities, neighborhoods, businesses, organizations and even on national and international
levels. We want to connect, dream and have a
sense of meaning. When we lose that hope, we no
longer see growth as possible.

•

Community development, at its core, is the process of developing people. people are our greatest resource in any endeavor. Healthy community
development is giving people the critical thinking
skills, the training, resources, equipment and tools
they need to build, dream and to create. to effect
real change, we need to go beyond an entitlement
program or a project to fund and beyond something that has goals and accountability statements.

•

Communication is critical. it can provide symbolic,
interpretive, transactional context; a tool used to
create shared meanings. Without the context,
there is not shared meaning. Without the shared
meaning, there is not a connection.

•

as community development professionals, we
often go into neighborhoods wanting to do
something, and without knowing their traditions,
language and customs, we get frustrated because
it fails. [it fails] because we did not even start with
what is it that we need to know before we even go
into the group.

•

When people and communities build a values
culture in which there is a respect for people, those
types of values within any business, government,
organization, business or community leads to:
opportunities for innovation, enhancing customer
success, satisfaction, value for end-users, positive image for community, acquisitions, motivating skilled workers in workplace and new revenue
streams. values should inform relationships with
suppliers, customers, members of the community,

SUMMarY:
When you engage in community development, you
must know and respect the history, traditions, customs, fears and dreams of those in the community in
which you work. in addition, you must be aware of
the assumptions, attitudes, biases, personal prejudices
and customs you also bring to the project, which may
hinder or help the conversation. When we get too
focused on our own strategic planning or vision for
what is best for a community but fail to connect with
our community, we lose sight of the foundation, and
our endeavors often fail. a cross-cultural sensitivity,
with shared verbal and nonverbal communication and
a respect for values, leads to numerous opportunities
and measures of success, generally because those who
want to work together know it betters the society and
ultimately the culture as a whole.
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Videoconference
april 20, 2010

gary logan—Executive Summary (cont.)

MEMoraBlE QUotES:

“Community development is embedded in this life-giving, characterbuilding value system that is within
the culture of every component of
our society, whether it’s at the family
level, organization level, neighborhood level, national level.”

employees, academia, faith community, business
community and culture community, all in a way in
which people want to work together because they
know it betters the whole society and the whole
culture.
•

“Community development embodies
umbuntu, a nguni saying, roughly
translated to ‘the quality of being
human.’”

“glocal:” a term that describes bridging what you
do locally on a global scale.
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Videoconference
april 20, 2010

ruth McCambridge—Executive Summary

Bio:
ruth McCambridge is editor-in-chief of The Nonprofit
Quarterly, an innovative journal for nonprofit leaders. its overarching editorial goal is to strengthen the
role of nonprofit organizations to activate democracy. in 1999, she transformed the publication into
a national journal. McCambridge has more than 35
years of experience in nonprofits, primarily in organizations that mix grassroots community work with
policy change. Beginning in the late 1990s, she spent
a decade at the Boston Foundation developing and
implementing its diverse capacity building programs.

SUMMarY:
nonprofits exist for the purpose of activating democracy. although there is a current trend toward a
franchised model of community development programming, this doesn’t often work because the
political and funding conditions that make a program
successful in one area cannot always be replicated
in another, and communities themselves often reject
programs from other areas. in contrast, the network
model, in which there are community-based organizations that are linked centrally in at least one network
and maybe multiple networks, is considered highly
valuable and successful. Such networks help organizations share their practices, help research to be done,
surface resources that allow the entire network to
work in more productive ways and allow people to sit
with one another and spark ideas. as a community of
nonprofits, we should avoid siloing in our sector and
embrace research as a way to maintain and gain funding and credibility.

kEY takEaWaYS:
•

at The Nonprofit Quarterly, the business of publishing was transformed from a quarterly publication
to a daily one to adjust to the changing nature of
the publishing world and to respond to the “shifting
tectonic plates” in the relationships among nonprofits, governments and philanthropies.

•

“internal philanthropy’ is a way of life for many
nonprofits and those in the community development profession.

•

regarding budgets—there is a happy medium that
is good for the industry. Budgets that are too big
tend to result in executive pay that’s too high. if
they are just right, we are nimble in our work and
can pick up when we can see an opportunity in
front of us and get out and market something and
sense when something is coming down the pike.
if they are too small, they are hard to live within.
Unfortunately, a good part of the sector is stuck in
budgets that are too small.

•

two examples of the successful network model
include: Community Health Center Network—
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Videoconference
april 20, 2010

ruth McCambridge—Executive Summary (cont.)

positioned itself as the obvious choice for primary
care in communities and poised them for growth
under the Health reform act and The National Alliance for the Mentally Ill (naMi), which has 1400
chapters around the country.
•

the local culture and local development of our
network ties create: 1) a political base—and we
don’t realize how profound an asset that is; 2) it
creates a groundness in our issues that we could
not get in any other way.

•

the local relationships between us geographically
are very important, because what that provides
us is the same thing we get at the national level,
which is local intelligence.

•

We have to jolt ourselves out of our ordinary way
of thinking. Creativity incites a brand new way of
thinking.

•

We need to be better at our own ability to tell
our story. people are working so hard we are not
celebrating the enormous successes. We’re also
not using our power bases in as conscious a way
as we need to.

•

one thing that will not go away about this period
is the emphasis on research and results. We may
not be able to do that in our individual organizations, but we absolutely have to participate in
making sure that it gets done. then we have to
cite the chapter and verse about the research
we’re basing our work on and make others understand the framework we’re working from.

•

once someone feels empowered, it’s hard to take
that away.

•

We need to take the thing that is our biggest
asset—the people we work with—and move it into
a place where it’s producing power, ideas and
connections.

MEMoraBlE QUotES:

“if you don’t have the capital to effect
transformation, the capital is you.”
“the best possible way to create a
political power base for yourself is to
engage the people for whom a work
is supposed to benefit. if you do not
do that every day in every way, you
are missing the boat.”
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Videoconference
april 20, 2010

ray Boshara—Executive Summary

Bio:
ray Boshara is vice president and senior research
fellow at the new america Foundation, a Washingtonbased think tank. Boshara has advised the Clinton,
george W. Bush and obama administrations and policymakers worldwide, has testified before Congress,
and given speeches around the world on strategies to
build savings and wealth for lower-income persons.
He has written for The Washington Post, The New York
Times, The Atlantic Monthly, Esquire, and the Brookings institution. His book, The Next Progressive Era,
co-authored with phillip longman, was published in
april 2009. prior to joining new america in 2002,
Boshara worked for the Select Committee on Hunger in the U.S. Congress, the United nations in rome,
CFEd, and Ernst and Young. He is a graduate of ohio
State University, Yale divinity School and the John F.
kennedy School of government at Harvard.

that the next social contract and what replaces the
american consumer as the engine of our economic
growth has yet to be decided, and states if there was
ever a time to innovate, ever a time to be bold, ever a
time to have impact with local, state and national
leaders, the time is now.

kEY takEaWaYS:
•

the economy has been growing over the last generation, but it’s not growing evenly. the returns
of a growing economy increasingly are going to
those at the top and leaving a lot of people with
marginal growth or no growth whatsoever.

•

according to the Fed’s 2007 Survey of Consumer
Finances, the lowest 25 percent of the population (net worth), plunged 37 percent from 2004,
before the economic downturn. one in eight
americans has a debt problem; one in four if
you’re poor. one in three americans has a net
worth of less than $10,000 and one in six has
a negative net worth. How can these families
move forward without some stock of resources?
inequality is not the problem; the issue is that lowincome people do not have the capital to move
their lives forward.

•

Beginning in the 1930s, american consumers
drove economic growth. american consumption,
no matter where it’s made, accounts for more than
70 percent of economic growth in the U.S., and 25
percent of the world’s economic growth.

•

the problem is that we financed that consumption
through debt. We became overleveraged at the
household level and at the national level. one of
the reasons the house of cards came down is that
we could not absorb any more debt.

•

in the 10-year period from 1999 to 2009, there was
zero net job creation in the economy.

•

Why have we not created enough new jobs to offset the ones being destroyed? We have too much

SUMMarY:
Several periods in our american history can be studied to understand what has inﬂuenced our “social
contract.” one key period is from the 1890s to 1920s,
which is known as the progressive era. the progressive era is characterized by social insurance and safety
nets, such as the creation of the new deal and the
Federal reserve. today, we as a nation suffer symptoms of a broken and outdated social contract and
are in what’s been dubbed the next progressive era,
marked by income inequality and zero job creation,
among other economic indicators. to remedy this,
Boshara advocated a turn away from a national goal of
consumption and toward that of production, an environment that favors entrepreneurism and small business over its recent trend toward consolidation, and a
move toward building assets and capital, rather than
simply income, especially among low-income individuals. He advocates relationship banking, specifically
citing the value of community banks, credit unions and
CdFis. the current recession indicates that we are
coming to an end of an economic era. He concludes
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Videoconference
april 20, 2010

ray Boshara—Executive Summary (cont.)

concentration in too many industries stiﬂing entrepreneurship and stiﬂing innovation. this started
around 1980 when regulators came to redefine
what is fair and not fair about whether to allow
companies to consolidate. Massive consolidation
stiﬂes innovation and entrepreneurship.
•

We need to see more community banks, credit unions
and CdFis. in 1985, there were about 14,000 community banks; there are about half that many now. For
every $1 of capital or equity into a community bank,
it returns $7 to $8 in loans to families and businesses;
the leveraging is remarkable. one of the sources of
this capital should be savings and idas from lowincome people. But to really thrive, community banks
need access to long-term patient capital, and Boshara
would like to see the creation of a fund or trust that
gives access to this patient capital.

•

relationship banking has to be at the heart of how
we manage finances, make loans and generate
savings. We need to have relationships back in the
equation. the trend over the last generation is to
have more space between borrowers and lenders,
which led to the mess we’re in right now. if we went
back to relationship banking/community banking, we can restore the trust. the failure rate of big
banks is seven times the rate of community banks.

•

Focus on accumulating capital at the individual
and household level. Use an asset-building
framework; not just income, but assets are necessary to get ahead. lack of income means you
don’t get by; lack of assets means you don’t get
ahead. When you own things you feel different;
you are engaged in the community, you take care
of things. if low-income people own assets, it
changes their outlook and behavior; they plan for
their kids’ futures in ways they didn’t before.

•

When low-income people are given the opportunity to save and build wealth, they do it. the
poorest of the poor save a greater percent of their
income than the better-off poor. it’s not a matter
of income or race.

MEMoraBlE QUotES:

“the rising tide stopped lifting all
boats evenly about 30-35 years ago.”
[regarding inequality of growing
economy]
“We know that when low-income
people are given the opportunity to
save, own, start businesses, produce,
employ and create jobs, they deliver.”
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Videoconference
April 20, 2010

What are attendees saying?

Comments from attendees:

What has been your greatest insight, learning or discovery so far?
“Story-sharing creates community.”
“There is no rest for the weary; [You must] stay on top of your game.”
“Networks create a political base and groundedness.”
“[We must] jolt ourselves out of ordinary ways of thinking; invite challenge.”
“Being human, having trust, building relationships, communication, and social
contract are important aspects.”
“Local production will redefine our roles.”
“I predict that local production and deconsolidation will be critical for
future success.”
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Local Panel Discussions
April 20, 2010

Howard Eddings

Bio:

Key Takeaways:

Howard Eddings is president of the Memphis Leadership Foundation. He is responsible for the leadership of the Foundation and the operational, program,
human resources and financial planning and management, as well as community relations and advocacy for
the Foundation. Eddings served as the vice president of field ministries at the Foundation from 1990
through 1996. As vice president, he was in charge of
program planning with the Chief Operating Officer and
the organization, staffing, and leading of operational
ministries.

•

Understand leadership competencies and the
leadership perspective.

•

Understand capacity around leadership and ask
yourself “why do we do what we do?”

•

Understand and know personal capacity to lead.
Empower those whom you serve; pour back into
the lives of others.

•

Understand the corporate organization’s capacity.
Try to write a clear vision and mission, overlaying
corporate into public sector (the amount of time
spent is important).

•

What tactics will you utilize to pursue your goals
and develop values?

•

Create interdependence, change, core values,
accountability and empowerment.

•

Don’t confuse activity with productivity—what was
accomplished to empower the community.

•

We are “bettering” them, not developing those
whom we serve.

•

Empowerment versus betterment, potential
of others.

•

Relationships are critical.

•

We value the vulnerable, the broken.

•

Who is the “truth teller” in your realm?

•

Create strategies that people can get their heads
and hands around.
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Local Panel Discussions
April 20, 2010

Rubye Smith

Bio:

Key TakeAways:

Rubye Smith is executive director of Memphis Area
Neighborhood Development Corporation, a nonprofit,
community-based development corporation in south
Memphis (the oldest CDC in Memphis). As the first
director of this corporation, she managed its start-up
and is now responsible for the administration of its
present operations, which includes property management of the 29 rental units that are owned by the
organization. She has extensive experience and training in community planning and development in both
the public and private sectors. Smith has served as
a director in nonprofit organizations providing social
services to special needs populations and low-income
groups in several cities across the country. As a leading member of the development team, the organization acquired, developed and rehabilitated a 314 unit
tax-credit multifamily project in one of the city’s most
distressed communities.

•

When going into unchartered territory, set aside
fear. Don’t be afraid to fail or succeed; dive headfirst into it.

•

Don’t just go out there doing activities with
no purpose.

•

Don’t try to do everything. Find “one thing” and
build on it.

•

Before we start building things, you’ve got to have
passion for what you’re doing.

•

Sometimes you have to turn money away, especially if it does not fit into what you’re doing.

•

Tackle the little problems first, and your organization will thrive.

•

Alcohol and drug counseling is an important component of any job skills program.
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Restructuring and Retooling for the Future
Local Panel Discussions
April 20, 2010

Ken Reardon

Bio:

Key TakeAways:

Ken Reardon is professor and director of the Graduate Program in City and Regional Planning at the
University of Memphis. Reardon, along with Professor Katherine Lambert Pennington, is currently coordinating two resident-led economic and community
development planning efforts in South Memphis. Prior
to joining the Memphis faculty, he was an associate
professor and chairperson of the Department of City
and Regional Planning at Cornell University, where he
pursued research, teaching, and outreach in the areas
of neighborhood planning, community development
and community/university development partnerships.
Reardon has also served as an assistant and associate professor of urban and regional planning at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where he
established and directed the East St. Louis Action
Research Project for nearly 10 years.

•

There should be a commitment from local government that can initiate funding.

•

There are major public projects to create
private wealth.

•

There should be a balanced approach to sustainable developments/projects.

•

How do we find a different set of organizational
vehicles to attract funders?

•

Every neighborhood needs an organization/
association that addresses development.

•

The Sermon on the Mount was about organizing.

•

Universities should be forced to re-address their
support of community development and neighborhood organizations.

•

We should enhance capacity to generate public
discussion.

•

We should work with grassroots organizations to
generate discussions with power.

•

Memphis has a lack of discussion and debate.

•

Challenge the churches to help—modify seminary
training (to include nonprofit management, coalition building, financial management, etc.).

•

Financing is different for everyone, including those
who are selling or leasing.
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Documentary Screening: The New Neighbors
april 21, 2010

SUMMarY:

kEY takEaWaYS:

as american cities became abundantly overcrowded
in the mid-20th century, people began to discover the
affordability and extra space that neighborhoods in
the suburbs provided. once labeled, “the american
dream,” and the “good life,” the original suburbs are
now struggling to survive—strapped for cash, with
stores and families leaving the areas. the inner-ring
suburbs are now suffering the same fate that fell upon
inner-city communities. and as they become more
integrated, there is a historical pattern of ﬂight—the
ﬂeeing of white homeowners to more distant suburbs. this documentary is the story of how one citizen
movement in the town of pennsauken, n.J.—midway
between Camden, new Jersey, and philadelphia, pennsylvania—took root, and through engagement of a
community, became a model of intentional integration
and a thriving community in an inner-city suburb.

•

today one-fifth of america still call these early suburbs home, even though they are losing populations
and tax bases at a faster rate than cities.

•

the early racial imbalance wasn’t necessarily intentional or noticed. Members of one race were only
accustomed to being among members of that one
race, and they simply weren’t aware of or thinking
of race and/or integration at this time.

•

during the migration to the suburbs, many in this
movement only considered: What am i entitled to
have going forward? Many now admit, in retrospect, that they failed to consider the impact of
communities they were leaving.

•

the first suburbs took off when returning WWii
veterans, their brides and the resulting baby
boom—fueled by federal housing programs—
helped boost their growth.

•

the Federal Housing administration (FHa) guaranteed numerous bank loans against specific kinds
of risk, but not everyone was welcome in these
communities. For 20 years, the FHa provided
mortgage assistance on a racially restricted basis.
in fact, these federal policies solidified patterns of
racial segregation, making it only available in segregated neighborhoods or suburban areas.

•

FHa representatives graded neighborhoods based
on risk; the riskiest neighborhoods were colored
red on maps—thus leading to the coined term
“redlining.”

•

despite being ruled unconstitutional in 1948, racerelated housing-related covenants excluded Jews,
african-americans and other ethnic groups from
moving into neighborhoods for decades.

•

in 1968, president Johnson signed the Fair Credit
Housing act, outlawing all discriminatory housing
practices, and people of color began to purchase
homes in their neighborhoods of choice. Since the
1980s, the number of families of color purchasing
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Documentary Screening: The New Neighbors (cont.)
april 21, 2010

homes in the first suburbs has more than doubled,
representing the first jump from the cities.
•

this story of intentional integration began when
lynn, a white member of pennsauken community,
noticed in 1996 that months after an african american family moved in town, a ring of five houses
went up for sale nearby, indicating “white ﬂight.”

•

Statistically, when towns are more than 50 percent
people of color, or are integrated, they have lower
property values and receive fewer services.

•

overwhelmed with sadness, this resident decided
to take responsibility and created a citizen movement, neighbors Empowering pennsauken. this
group met monthly at her dining room table to
learn more from each other and seek to understand the true issues threatening their town.

•

as neighbors Empowering pennsauken grew
and wanted to make more significant changes, it
sought to get the government on board and created the Stable integration governing Board—a
township board created by pennsauken leaders.

•

With the help of an integration consultant, the
group embarked on a new strategy called intentional integration. this requires partnerships with
realtors and would intentionally integrate every
aspect of town life—housing, schools and local
government. they monitored Census data and
took steps to maintain racial balance among all
ethnic groups.

•

during one phase, home purchases by whites
had dropped to a record low. if this trend continued, the town would not be integrated but would
instead be segregated again—this time populated primarily by families of color. as a result, an
african american mayor found himself asking for
more Caucasians to move into this town to achieve
the desired integration.

•

the group launched aggressive marketing efforts,
including billboards, ﬂiers and brochures, to
attract potential buyers, based on its racial integration premise. they also worked with realtors
and tracked their progress.

•

the efforts paid off. By 2004, demand for
pennsauken homes was up among all groups,
including a 40 percent increase in whites as new
neighbors. But the next step was to integrate the
town’s leadership. the group created leadership
training opportunities and since has graduated a
number of ethnicities, providing them an opportunity to become integrated into many levels of
town leadership opportunities.

•

although pennsauken has achieved much, they
cannot do this alone. they seek regional cooperation of surrounding towns.

•

newer townships have the benefit of funding from
state and federal construction programs, whereas
older towns, like the original inner-ring suburbs,
do not. they are left on their own to rebuild their
aging infrastructure.

•

the next step in this movement is to work toward
policies that support regional cooperation so that
all communities, old and new, can prosper.

•

the way of the future is stable integration. to
achieve this, people must educate themselves and
exercise political will to use the resources they
have. When americans choose to do this, we will
become a model for the world.
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